
Walls and Slopes

Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil

 Fortrac® Reinforced Soil Walls –  Examples in Serbia and Montenegro

This case study report describes the construction of a 
number of reinforced soil structures within Serbia and 
Montenegro in recent years. The report details the const-
ruction process of reinforced soil structures using Fortrac® 
geogrid reinforcement. The individual case studies 
were all constructed as part of major infrastructure 
projects. They illustrate the simplicity of construction and 
the economic and environmental benefits that this form 
of steep slope construction can bring to any project where 
retaining structures are required.

Bijelo Polje Ring Road;
Montenegro, (2009-2010)

Road Design Company: URBIS DOO, Novi Sad

Main Contractor: PUTEVI UZICE

Reinforced Soil Design: HUESKER Synthetic GmbH

Bijelo Polje is a town in northern Montenegro. It has a 
population of approximately 16,000 and is the center of the 
municipality of the same name. The majority of the town is 
concentrated on the flat terraces either side of the river 

which flows in a north – south direction between hillsides 
to the east and west. The M21 (E673) ring road passes the 
town on the western side and is therefore located on the 
hillsides overlooking the town. 
The original design for this project detailed reinforced 
concrete retaining structures to provide the elevated 
platform required for the route to follow the agreed 
alignment without excessive cutting into the existing 
hillside. This retaining structure was ultimately designed 
as a reinforced soil structure.
The Phase 1 works were approximately 500 m in length 
and required some 120 m of retaining structures ranging in 
height from 4.5 m to 6 m. The contractor Putevi Uzice adopted 
the proposals, for reinforced soil structures to replace the 
reinforced concrete ones which had been proposed in the 
original scheme design. 
The use of a reinforced soil system meant that the retaining 
structures could be vegetated which would make them 
more sympathetic with the surrounding green hillsides. 



They also allowed the re-use of site excavated fills for the 
backfill material which greatly assisted the cut and fill 
balance of the project overall. 
The additional economic and environmental benefits of 
using reinforced soil rather than reinforced concrete was 
also an important benefit in the adoption of this type of 
structure for the retaining walls.
The reinforced soil slope design was carried out by 
geosynthetic manufacturer HUESKER Synthetic GmbH. 
The design specified a wrap around faced, geogrid 
reinforced structure, with a ‘lost’ steel facing system which 
acts as a temporary formwork during construction as well 
as a permanent protection facing in the longer term.
The construction process is illustrated below and 
involves the use of a Fortrac® geogrid laid in horizontal 
layers at 500 mm lifts, with a finer green mesh product 
(HaTe®  23.142 GR) used to retain the soil behind the front 
face. A high quality granular backfill was used in the soil 
block immediately behind the front face to ensure that 
the alignment was maintained during the construction 
process.
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Belgrade Ring Road
 Surcin - Orlovaca Section, Serbia, (2008)

This particular reinforced soil structure was used to 
construct the approach embankment to the abutment for 
a reinforced concrete viaduct structure at Zeleznik, which 
carries the ring road for approximately 0.5 km. 
The approach embankment was some 120 m in length and 
up to a height of 9.5 m. Only one side of the embankment 
had to be constructed using reinforced soil as the opposite 
side merged with an existing  hillside slope. 
The reinforced soil slope was formed using Fortrac® 
geogrid with a wrap around face in 500 mm vertical lifts 
with a fine green mesh (HaTe® 23.142 GR) used to retain 
the soil behind the front face. Permanent lost formwork of 
angled steel mesh panels were used to form the front face 
and assist in keeping the correct geometry and alignment 
along the slope face.
The slope angle was formed at 68° with small horizontal 
set backs between each 500 mm lift. This assists in 
allowing the infiltration of rain water into the vegetated 
front face of the structure.
Topsoil was placed immediately inside the front face of the 
wrap around to ensure the successful vegetation of the 
structure. The photographs opposite show the vegetation 
which has naturally grown during the construction period, 
without the need for any secondary hydra-seeding.
The overall construction period was around 10 weeks.

Main Contractor: Planum

Sub Contructor for Fortrac® walls: Unogradnja V.V.d.o.o.

Reinforced Soil Design: Highway Institute, Belgrade



The slopes were subsequently planted, with grass to 
ensure a ‘green’ vegetated structure was created.

Main Contractor: Vojvodinaput Pancevo

Design Consultant: Highway Institute, Belgrade

Fortrac® and HaTe® are registered trademarks of HUESKER Synthetic GmbH.
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 HUESKER Synthetic GmbH

Fabrikstraße 13-15
D-48712 Gescher, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 25 42 / 7 01-0
Fax: +49 (0) 25 42 / 7 01-499
E-mail: info@HUESKER.de
Internet: www.HUESKER.com
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Pancevo-Vrsac Bridge Abutment
Serbia, (2010)

An existing road bridge which crosses a dual line railway 
was to be upgraded and widened to allow for increased 
capacity. 
The existing approach abutments were in a very bad 
condition and as a direct consequence the run-on, run-off 
slabs to the bridge deck had become badly cracked and 
distorted. The designers therefore decided to replace the 
existing abutments with reinforced soil structures which 
would carry the road onto the newly widened bridge deck.
A geogrid reinforced soil structure was adopted as the 
solution, using Fortrac® geogrids as the main reinforce-
ment elements.
The structure was approximately 6 m high with the slope 
faces formed at 45° to ensure that future vegetation would 
establish and grow after completion.   
The external faces were formed from a wrap around 
geogrid face with a non-woven geotextile placed between 
the geogrid and the steel mesh angled panels which 
formed the lost permanent formwork and ensured a 
accurate geometric alignment to the abutments.


